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Notes to Catalogue 123

Douglas Hall, of Grantham in England, started collecting Churchill memorabilia in the 1940’s. I had the
good fortune of viewing his vast collection at his home on several occasions. Douglas became an expert
on this material and wrote a series of articles in Finest Hour and then truly did “write THE book” on
Churchilliana, which was published in 2002 as THE BOOK OF CHURCHILLIANA, which is now
the standard reference and is mentioned constantly in this catalogue. Other references are to Ron Smith’s
1989 book IMAGES OF GREATNESS, and to catalogues produced by Churchillbooks many years ago
for collections of Messrs. Rivkin and Carmichael. I do still have a few signed copies of Hall’s book left
in stock at $45.00.
Regrettably, Douglas was misdiagnosed by the NHS and passed away last year. His fabulous collection
was auctioned in England in September, and I was fortunate to acquire a number of these items from
that sale. e bidding was heavy with some record prices seen. For example, the Parianware bust shown
on p. 28 went for about $2600.00. e current weakness of the dollar has made all this English material
more expensive. Please do not expect to see these unusual items for what you saw on ebay a few years ago.
ere are a number of medals in this catalogue, and you may find the prices shocking, but bear in mind
that the price of silver has trebled over the past few years. I was selling the sets of 24 Centenary medals in silver for $250.00, but now the 24 one ounce silver medals are worth almost $400.00 in scrap value
alone.
Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even
if I am away. Please note new email address. Do not send payment with order, as availability needs to be
confirmed.

`

Shipping is extra at cost, as some of these large delicate items will require exceptional packaging, and rest
assured that our lovely packing department will do a good job.
Payment can be by check in dollars, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders,
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit
card details can also be sent securely via www.wscbooks.com. Just place an order for any book and send
the details via the secure server, then just tell me what you really want.
Your satisfaction is important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

•
•
•
•

www.wscbooks.com

2500+ books by or about Churchill, all with picture
previous paper catalogues to download
secure online ordering
New Guide to books by Churchil
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Cast aluminum Victory Bell

. . This 420 piece puzzle makes a picture of the funeral
cortege outside St, Pauls. This is an older puzzle, probably
1960's. In box which shows some wear. Not tested for
completeness, but returnable if not. $15.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . These Victory bells were cast from
metal salvaged from shot-down enemy airplanes. Sold in aid
of the RAF benevolent Fund, has portraits of the big three
around the body of the bell, and V symbol on the handle. See
Hall p. 175 $75.00

2

7

Wedgwood Centenary Black Basalt Bust

6.5 inch GEM plate with 22ct gold

. . The Wedgwood black basalt bust of Churchill, modelled
by Arnold Machin. No. 35 of a limited edition of 750. This
was issued in 1974 for the centenary. It is similar in
appearance to the 1965 issue but with different lettering and a
limited numbering. Excellent condition with certificate and
advertising leaflet in original fitted box. Do not confuse with
the 1985 reissue shown in Smith p. 94. See Hall p. 181
$750.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . This plate features a standard
transfer design, the markings say made by GEM, warranteed
22 ct gold. $20.00

3

8

1964 Wedgwood black basalt bust

Hand carved V sign

. . This bust based on the model by artist Arnold Machin,
was issued in several varieties over the years. This one is the
only one issued in black prior to Churchill's death and has
only the birth date on the plinth. See Hall p. 181 for further
details $400.00

. . This wooden hand is carved with two finger “V” for
Victory salute, just over 7 inches high. $15.00

4

9

Let us Go Forward Together jigsaw puzzle

Glazed white bust on plinth

. . This 500 piece puzzle assembles into the familiar wartime
poster. This is a modern puzzle, probably 1990's. In box.
$15.00

. . This is the standard bust with O.M. around neck, here in
its glazed format, about 6.75 inches tall, although Hall in
item 14 on p. 30 indicates this is waxed. This example has
the right rear corner of its plinth cracked away and a chip at
the base of the nose. $24.00

5

10

Large wartime mug with handle

. . This is one of the standard wartime transfer designs, with
a color portrait of the PM. See Hall pp. 146-50. This is 4
inches high and 4 inch diameter. It has chips around the rim.
$20.00

Nemon bust by Spode China1st ed 1965

. . This bust based on the Oscar Nemon model was issued by
Spode China in 1965. It states 1st edition on the base and
this was an edition of only 1000 copies. About 7 inches high,
polished rather than glazed. See Hall p. 28. $250.00

1
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The Churchill Plate by Spode

. . A cast iron doorstop in the form of a standing Churchill
figure with cigar, bow tie and top hat, stands about 15 inches
tall. Seriously heavy at 28 pounds, this can hold open the
largest of doors. Solid iron, no indication of manufacturer.
One of these at $400.00 in Carmichael. $200.00

. . One of the most beautiful of Churchill ceramics, this 10.5
inch plate. Rich plum ground, lots of gold, photo surrounded
by garter. This plate, no. 184, come in the makers fitted silk
lined box .See Hall p. 151 for huge full page photo.
$150.00

12

17

Pickering bust in black plastic

Unglazed white bust on plinth

. . This is probably the most often seen bust of Churchill,
originally done in 1949 by artist R. A. Pickering. It was
reissued in 1965 by Woolworths in hollow plastic resin,
originally a bronze finish, all have now aged to black. About
5 inches high. $20.00

. . This is the standard bust with O.M. around neck, here in
its unglazed format, about 6.75 inches tall, listed in
Carmichael 17 years ago at $150.00. See Hall no. 14 on p.
30. $75.00

13

18

Large Royal Doulton Centenary bust

Unglazed white bust on plinth

. . This black basalt portrait bust is about 11 inches tall, and
should not be confused with smaller bust from Wedgwood.
Artist was Arnold Machin. See Hall p. 28-9. Produced in a
limited edition of 750, this is no. 498, includes certificate
and large padded fitted box, but lacks plinth. seen in other
catalogues at $1500.00. A scarce and desirable centerpiece.
$850.00

. . This is the standard bust with O.M. around neck, here in
its unglazed format, about 6.75 inches tall, listed in
Carmichael 17 years ago at $150.00. See Hall no. 14 on p.
30. This example has damage at the top of the head $30.00

14

19

The Abbeydale Chalice

Small wartime dish

. . One of the scarcest and most attractive of Churchill
ceramics. Produced in an edition of 250 for Thos. Goode.
This lidded urn stands 11 inches high, elaborately decorated
in gilt over an eight sided design in deep blue and white.
Smith illustrates this item on p. 180 and values it at a
thousand Pounds in 1988. See also Hall p. 172-3. One of
these was listed by Churchillbooks in the Carmichael
collection in 1991 at $3000.00. Please see colour illustration.
Fine condition, no flaws noted. $2000.00

. This transferware dish features a colour portrait of Churchill.
Diameter 5.5 inches, depth about 1 inch, gold edge. No
maker noted, see Hall pp. 146-150.. $20.00

15

20

A service for six of The Spode Plate.

. . One of the most beautiful of Churchill ceramics, this 10.5
inch plate. Rich plum ground, lots of gold, photo surrounded
by garter. Impress your dinner guests with a set of six of these
limited edition plates. Each has a different serial number of
course. Fine unused condition, never in a dishwasher....See
Hall p. 151 for huge full page photo. $600.00

2

Highland Art Studios Churchill Centenary
plate

. . This 10.5 inch plate with a gold rim features a drawing of
Churchill made in 1943 by Seil Island artist C. John Taylor.
See no. 43 on p. 152 in Hall. $48.00
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Wilderness years lucite desk ornanment for
Mobil execs

. . This large terra cotta bust done by Tallent in 1941
features a removeable cigar in Churchill’s mouth which can be
struck on a special surface on the base, to produce a flame.
Almost 9 inches high, includes the striker. See Hall p. 50
where he reports £517.00 auction result 10 years ago.
$300.00

. . This appears to be a commemorative produced for the
Masterpice Theatre production of the Wilderness Years, first
aired in 1981. The design is based on the dustjacket art from
the US edition of the book. 3.5 x 5 x 1 inch thick. $20.00

22

27

Wedgwood black basalt plate

Large spink silver Memorial Medal 1965

. . This black basalt plate issued in 1974 by Wedgwood, 6.5
inch dia., Churchill relief portrait in center, gold lettering
around edges. Elegant and attractive. as new in original
Wedgwood box, with leaflet. Listed at $150.00 in
Carmichael (57). See Hall p. 152. $50.00

. . This has to be one of the top 5 medal designs. the obverse
features a Frank Kovacs portrait of Churchill derived from
Karsh with books and paintbrushes behind. The reverse is
based on the famous David Low cartoon "very well,
ALONE". The medal is hallmarked sterling silver, 56 mm
diameter, weighing 81 grams. Comes in a fitted case. Some
tarnish to the silver. $90.00

23

28

Coalport Centenary lidded vase

Garrard sterling silver bon-bon dish

. . One of the big 5 of Churchill commemorative ceramics.
This beautiful vase is 12 inches and decorated with lots of
gilding and pictures of Blenheim Palace and the Churchill
Arms. Issued in a limited edition of 200, this being no. 18.
One of these was offered in the Carmichael collection 17 years
ago at $1800.00. Supplied in its original fitted box. See Hall
p. 173. $2500.00

. . This lovely piece was part of a Churchill centenary
collection issued by Garrard, the Crown jewelers, in 1974.
Designed by John Spencer-Churchill and Alex Stiles. made of
hallmarked silver, the dish is 5.25 inches in diameter, 1.25
inches deep, with a medal like relief portrait in the center
which appears to be gold plated. This is no. 27 of a limited
edition of only 100. See Hall p. 141. $400.00

24

29

Wartime jigsaw puzzle of Churchill.

The Churchill Years silver ingots Pobjoy
wood case

. . Shows Churchill in air Commodore uniform with cigar.
This puzzle is 200 pieces, assembled size 9.25 x 14 inches.
No box. Not found in Smith or Hall. $40.00

. . A set of commemorative ingots issued by the Pobjoy Mint
entitled The Churchill Years. Consists of 12 rectangular
ingots 1 x 2 inches , 53 g each, 22 ct gold plated on
hallmarked solid sterling silver, plus a 38 mm dia medal. All
in red velvet lined fitted wood case 11 x 7 inches. This is set
no. 715. Includes care instructions and a 1993 letter from
Pobjoy valuing the set at £350.00. $450.00

25

30

Jigsaw Puzzle Finest Hours Man of Vision

. . This is one of a set of 4 puzzles issued as a promotion
with the film THE FINEST HOURS in 1962. This one is
called Man of Vision and shows a D-Day beach scene. Size is
19 x 14.5 inches, 400 pieces. Not in Hall. $25.00

3

The Churchill Medals- Gold on Silver

. . A set of 4 large medals, solid silver plated with 24 ct gold.
Emitted in 1970 by John Pinches Ltd. Medals designed by
David Cornell. A total of 854 sets issued in various metals,
this being no. 75, and stamped on edges. Each medal 44 mm
dia., weighs 42 gms. See Engstrom 88-91. In fitted lined
case, with certificate and care instructions. $250.00

The Churchill Book Specialist
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Biscuit tin with Churchill portrait and
quotes.

36

Churchill Memorial Medal in solid silver

. . This tin box is 5.5 x 8.25 ins x 2 ins deep. The lid has a
Karsh colour portrait, and the sides have well known
quotations. These always sell quickly as they make ideal
storage for you small collectables such as postcards. $20.00

. . This medal designed by Menconi, issued by Medallic Art
Co. It is 63 mm diameter, weight 163 grams, made from
.999 pure silver. Comes in original box. Engstrom 31A.
$175.00

32

Large Glass bust by Webb Corbett Crystal

37

Bust of Churchill on plinth by Lawton
China

. . A translucent glass bust of Churchill, stands about 12
inches. Issued in a limited edition of only 250, this being
no. 99. Truly scarce. This bust not mentioned in Hall, not
listed in Carmichael or Rivkin catalogs. I could find only one
listing, at $1500.00, from the early 90's. Think how this
would look if illuminated from below. $1500.00

. . This porcelain bust stands about 5.5 inches, features "the
few" quote on plinth. Made in England by Lawton China,
date unknown. The cigar has gone missing. See item 15 in
Hall p. 30 $160.00

33

Churchill Centenary plate by Paragon
China

38

. . This is one of the prettiest of Churchill Plates. Produced
by Paragon China Ltd. in 1974. 10 inch diameter, gold
edged, Churchill arms in centre, matches the Paragon cigar
casket. This is no. 432 of 1000. See Carmichael #56, Hall p.
153. $75.00

. . This ceramic dish is 5.5 inches across, one inch deep, with
a design in brown, green, and yellow. On the base it says
This was their finest hour. See Hall p. 149 no. 22. $30.00

34

Coalport centenary goblet

39

Royal Doulton Churchill dish

Burleighware patriotic plate

. . This limited edition bone china ceramic lavishly decorated
with heraldic designs, planes, etc. in olive, violet, and gold. 4
inches dia, 5 inch tall. This is no. 221 of 1000. See Hall no.
46 on p. 152. Comes in original fitted box, includes
numbered certificate and purchase receipt from 1974. $200.00

. . This large china plate, 10.5 inch diameter, produced by
Burgess & Leigh of Burslem. England. Clearly a wartime
product, it has a complex allegorical design in blue. Not
mentioned in Hall or Smith. $120.00

35

40

The Paragon Cigar Casket

. . A sumptuous Cigar Casket, designed by R. Johnson for
Paragon China as a 1974 Centenary commemorative. Consists
of a cedar box 5.5 x 8 x 2 inches , superbly fitted inside a fine
china box 7 x 10 x 3.5 inches. The china box is elaborately
decorated in gold and cobalt blue with Churchill arms in
colour on the lid, and various descriptions and drawings. No.
260 of 500, includes certificate, which always seem to have
singed edges. Beautiful and scarce. Regreattably, this piece
was damaged in transit from England. The main body is now
in about 6 pieces, the cedar box and lid undamaged. Offered
at ridiculous price. $50.00

4

Hitler's War board game from Avalon Hill

. . Avalon Hill was a leading maker of adult board games in
the pre internet era. This game is about the Second World
War and allows player(s) to make tactical and strategic choices
based on places and event of the war. Uses a 16 x 22 in.
mapboard and has 520 pieces, which have not been verified.
Clean box, seems unused. $20.00
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The Churchill Medals- sterling silver

. . One of the most impressive of Churchill commemorative
ceramics. See Hall p. 173. Over a foot tall, this lidded urn is
decorated with a deep claret background, with gold, white,
and deep blue decoration. Issued in a limited numbered
edition of only 125, which makes it the smallest run of any
Churchill ceramic. Last seen elsewhere in 92 by
Churchillbooks at $2500.00, this example is in fine
condition. $3000.00

. . A set of 4 large medals, solid sterling silver, with an
antique finish. Emitted in 1970 by John Pinches Ltd.
Medals designed by David Cornell. A total of 854 sets issued
in various metals, this being no. 39, and stamped on edges.
Each medal 44 mm dia., weighs 42 gms. See Engstrom
88-91. In fitted lined case, with certificate. $250.00

42

47

Churchill Early Years Medals

Cased pair of silver medals, one gilt

. . Sumptuous leather presentation folio containing eight
proof medals in sterling silver showing various aspects of
young Churchill’s life with descriptive text on reverse. Each
medal is 45 mm diameter and weighs 720 grains. The 8
medals are housed in a 9 mm thick clear plastic housing 8 x
11.75 inches which slips into a custom leather folder. The
orange leather folder has two flaps which open out. This was
produced by American Express. A very upmarket
commemorative issued in 1975. Medals weigh over Medals
are in mint state, the leather folder has a scar on the rear.
$200.00

. . Here are two large sterling silver medals issued by Nordon
Art Co. for the centenary in 1974. There were 750 sets issued,
both medals serial no. 18. Diameter 50mm, weight about 63
grams each. In original fitted case with certificate. $150.00

43

48

Cased silver medal by Taylor

Voice of Freedom memorial medal 1965

. . This medal is 57mm diameter, 65 grams, sterling silver,
sold by John Taylor silversmiths. In original fitted box.
Engstrom 38E. $70.00

. . This medal issued by Canada Medal and Token Co.
Engstrom says bronze but it has a strong copper color, 38mm
diameter. See Engstrom 42. $28.00

44

Memorial Medal from Toye Kenning &
Spencer

49

. . This medal issued in 1965, 57mm diameter, 65 grams of
sterling silver. Comes in fitted case with makers royal
warrant. Engstrom 37E. $65.00

. . This dish is 4 inches in diameter with a Churchill crown
in the center. Signed on teh base by Clementine, a numbered
edition, this is no. 3134. hallmarked, comes in fitted case
with certificate. $120.00

45

Churchill Centenary silver medal from
Gregory & Co.

50

. . This silver medal has a proof finish, 38mm diameter,
hallmarked sterling silver, this is no 1194 of 4000. Comes in
fitted case with certificate. $55.00

Sterling silver Churchill dish from Library
of Imperial History

Worshipful playing cards sealed pack 1943
blue

. . Here is a complete sealed deck of the 1943 special cards
produced by the Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing
cards, one of the ancient city Guilds. This is the blue border
deck. Condition fine as they are still sealed in plastic with tax
label intact. $120.00

5
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Ashtray from from stone of bombed House
of Commons

56

Glass tankard by Wedwood with Churchill
white on black cameo portrait

(Churchill, Winston S.). . Using stone from the House of
Commons damaged by Nazi bombs, items were made for sale
with a lead medal of Churchill inset into them. Many of you
have seen the book ends so produced, but there were also
ashtrays such as this. Octagonal. about 5 inches across, this
examples smells unused, no cig odor. See Hall p. 24.
$250.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is made from an amber tinted
glass, diameter is 4 inches, produced by Wedgwood in 1974
with the famous Machin portarin in white on black jasper.
$150.00

52

Churchill character jug by Wilton Pottery

57

Bronze figure of Churchill by Peter Hicks

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . A good sized jug, almost 7 inches
high, very attractive. Has We shall not flag or Fail quote
printed on base. Produced in 1941 by Wilton Pottery, of
Cobridge near Stoke-on-Trent. This exact piece shown in
Hall on p. 35. $350.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This cold cast bronze figure
depicts Churchill visiting Normandy on D-Day +6, in naval
cap wearing binoculars around his neck. It is about 11.5
inches tall and weighs about 5.5 pounds. From the Douglas
Hall collection. $350.00

53

58

Sreling silver plate by Annigoni

Ashmor Fine China figure of Churchill on
steps

. . This large hallmarked plate is made from Sterling silver,
designed by Pietro Annigoni, was issued by The Pobjoy Mint
in a numbered edition of 2500. Diameter is 10 inches, weighs
about 415 grams. This is no. 1472, and the exact piece can be
seen on Hall p. 142. $400.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . Originally designed by Andrew
Turner, this example produced by Albany Fine China. See
Hall pp. 70 and 71 for details and photo of this exact piece.
Stands a little over 11 inches tall. A very attractive and
realistic model. $800.00

54

59

Large marble bust of Churchill

Stuart Crystal glass tankard Churchill and
spitfires

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This very attractive bust of
Churchill is a stunning 11 inches tall and weighs 13 pounds.
I believe this to be made from reconstituted marble. No
mention of maker. This comes from the Douglas Hall
collection, but is not mentioned in his book. $750.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This commemorative tankard
features images of Churchill and two spitfires, and a V
symbol with Grim and Gay at the base. 4 inches high, 3 inch
diameter. This exact piece is shown in Hall p. 77. .
$175.00

55

60

1939 Churchill jug from Kirklands

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This jug was issued to mark
Churchill's return to the Admiralty in 1939, and is meant to
look like a bowsprit on the front of a ship with waves. From
Kirklands of Etruria near Stoke-on-Trent. About 7 inches
high. Kirklands mark on base. This exact piece shown in
Hall on p. 35. $400.00

Large bronze bust by Joseph Williams

. . This is a large heavy bust. It weighs 16.8 lbs , 7.6 kg. Its
height is just over 11 inches, 28.5 cm. The artist name is on
the rear surface "J. Williams '78". This item is no. 22 on
page 31 in Hall's book. This is a very impressive bust
$750.00

6
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Churchill character jug from Noble
Ceramics

66

Churchill tankard from Wedgwood

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is a large jug, about 8 inches
tall, with lots of detail including tank, bombs, plane on rear.
Issued to commemorate VE day plus 50 years in 1995. Made
in an edition of 1000, sold for £200 when new. This exact
piece shown in Hall on p. 38. $350.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is a good sized mug, just
under 5 inches high, featuring images of Churchill and
Chartwell with descriptive text on the bottom. released in
1965 by Wedgwood. This exact piece shown on Hall p. 158
$120.00

62

Royal Doulton wartime Churchill tankard

67

Webb Corbett toasting goblet

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This one pint earthenware tankard
features a transfer design of the PM in brown and green.
Height 5.5 inches. The base marked with Doulton logo and
quote of Thois was their Finest Hour. This exact piece
shown in Hall p. 158. $240.00

. . This handsome crystal goblet is over 8.5 in. high with an
etched portrait of Churchill on one side, Big Ben on the
other. This is number 666 of an edition of 1000, the exact
item shown on p. 76 in Hall. $150.00

63

68

Churchill character jug with anchor handle

Churchill jug by Old Ellgreave Pottery

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is a big attractive jug, just
over 6 inches high. The base says Shorter, but Hall indicated
a later issue by Cortman. This exact piece shown in Hall on
p. 41. $200.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This jug stands a little over 5
inches high. Produced by Old Ellgreave of Burslem, which
according to Hall went out of business in 1981. See Hall p.
37. $100.00

64

69

Large jug by Shorter & Sons from 1939

Small Churchill jug by Shorter & Son

. . This jug has the handle shaped like an anchor. This is the
1939 original issue and says Genuine Staffordshire Hand
Painted, Shorter and Sons Ltd., England. See Hall p. 35 and
41. This is the exact item shown. $400.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This character jug is only 4 inches
tall, and hardly the most attractive of jugs. But do you have
one. Produced by Shorter & Son during World war II. This
exact piece in Hall p. 35. $175.00

65

70

Churchill Commemorative mug by
Caverswall

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . Ceramic mug with handle,
produced in 1990 for 50th anniversary of Churchill becoming
PM. Matches other Caverswall items. This exact piece show
in Hall p. 155. $25.00

Churchill jug with naval cap by Burleigh

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This colorful jug is about 5 inches
high. It was first produced in 1941 by Burgess and Leigh,
this is the reissue from 1965. See Hall pp. 34-35. $160.00

7
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WINNIE cufflinks

. . This etched glass tumbler from Stuart Crystal is 4 inches
high. It shows portraits of Churchill and Roosevelt with
quotes beneath: Sail on O ship of State, and Give us the
Tools. This exact item is no. 7 on p. 77 in Hall. $50.00

. . These gold plated cufflinks show a miniature feature of the
famous Vanity Fair print of Churchill by 'Nibs." Supplied in
original box. This exact item shown on p. 60 in Hall.
$20.00

72

77

Centenary Trust silver dish

Churchill hotplate or teapot stand

. . This 8 inch silver dish features a relief portrait heavily
plated in 24 carat gold. It was produced in 1974 by Pinches
Mint Ltd. on behalf of the Churchill centenary Trust. The
plate is mounted in a velvet lined oak frame with a support
strut for display. There are some tarnish marks and I have
made no attempts to polish this item. This is no. 350 This
exact item can be seen in Hall p. 142. Last seen 15 years ago
in Carmichael at $1250.00 . $250.00

. . A six inch square glazed ceramic tile with a leather like
backing. This exact item is shown in hall on p. 32. He paid
£24.00 for this many years ago. $40.00

73

Peggy Nisbet doll of Churchill in Knight of
the Garter robes

78

. . This handmade dressed doll from Britain's premier maker
of historical figure dolls stands about 7.5 inches tall. This
exact piece is shown and described in Hall p. 63. Produced in
1953 at the time Churchill was knighted. $150.00

. . This lighter features a Churchill silhouette and the Union
flag. From the Douglas Hall collection. $10.00

74

Silver plated Churchill bookmark

79

VE Day 50th Anniversary Zippo lighter

Coalport Blenheim Palace lidded pin dish

. . This thin silver plated bookmark in the shape of a standing
Churchill stands about 4.5 inches high. I have seen a few of
these over the years including some amazing prices on ebay.
In original hinged plastic box. $24.00

. . This small china dish is 3 inches in diameter, features
Blenheim Palace on the lid. $20.00

75

80

Wartime souvenir mirror

. . This mirror has printed on the back Souvenir of the
World's war and has portraits of Churchill, Stalin, and
Roosevelt. Size is about 3.5 x 2.5 inches. This exact item is
described as a handbag mirror on p. 79 in Hall. $20.00

Thin bronze medal

. . This is probably not really a medal as it has only one side
with black felt on the reverse, diameter 75 mm with hook for
hanging, $12.00

8
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Churchill Centenary medal by Nordon

. . This is probably not really a medal as it has only one side
with black felt on the reverse, diameter 75 mm with hook for
hanging, $12.00

. . A scarce medal issued by the now defunct Nordon Art Co.
of Southampton. Material is copper. It is 50 mm (about 2
inches) diameter, shiny proof like background. The artist is
Norros for the portrait on obverse. the reverse has the mottos
from the WW2 books around edge, and 13 lines of text in
central field. Comes in fitted blue card box with company
details on lid. From the Douglas Hall collection. $75.00

82

87

Patriotic jumbo Churchill pencil.

Cased set of 2 silver victory medals

. . This pencil is over a half inch thick, features a Churchill
portrait and the We Shall not Flag or fail quote, comes in
original box. This exact piece is hown on p. 100 in Hall.
$15.00

. . These medals are sterling silver with a shiny proof surface.
Sizes are 38 and 26 mm. In fitted dark red case. maker
unknown $70.00

83

Sterling silver plate designed by John
Spencer-Churchill

88

. . This plate is title The Hour of Decision. Designed by
Churchill nephew, John, produced in solid sterling silver, the
9 inch plate is hallmarked, serial numbered, and supplied in a
padded box, illustrated on the outside with a watercolour by
Sarah of her father. This plate is still sealed inside the box in
shrinkwrap and the photo was made using another plate I have
$275.00

. . Designed by A. Loewental, this is the 1965 issue with
death date added. Minted from ,958 silver, diameter is
50mm, weight 77.5 grams. See Engstrom 35, which states
736 of these produced. Reverse has a hand holding a torch.
$85.00

84

Double deck of Woshipful cards from 1943

89

Loewental memorial medal by Seaby

Loewental memorial medal in bronze

. . The special decks of cards issued each year by the
Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Card has
featured Churchill. These 1943 cards are far scarcer and show
Churchill receiving the Freedom of the City of London in
June. Here is a 2 deck set of both red and blue deck, housed
in the original embossed green leatherette case. Both cards
and case well used. $200.00

. . Designed by A. Loewental, issued by B. A. Seaby. This
is the 1965 issue with death date added, diameter is 50mm,
See Engstrom 35. Reverse has a hand holding a torch.
$40.00

85

90

set of 4 bronze medals by Seaby

. . Here are 4 medals each 45mm diameter in a lined fitted
case. Issued by B. A. Seaby Ltd., London in 1974. The
designed is Norris. $80.00

Isle of Man Churchill crown 2005

. . This crown sized coin, 38mm, has Churchill and the
Queen. Silver in color, this is made from base metals.
$15.00
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Champions of Democracy wartime plate

. . This crown sized coin, 38mm, has Churchill and the
Queen. Silver in color, this is made from base metals.
$15.00

. . This plate is about 8 inches diameter with a colorful
transfer showing Churchill and Roosevelt. Makers mark of
Alfred Meakin, England. See Hall p. 148 $35.00

92

97

Champions of Democarcy wartime bowl

Large square plate- Champions of
Democracy

. . This bowl is about 7 inch diameter, 1.5 inches deep. Has
the familar colorful transfer of Churchill and Roosevelt, colors
weak from usage at base of bowl. Base has makers marks of
Alfred Meakin, England. See Hall p. 148. $25.00

. . This plate is about 8.5 inches square with a colorful
transfer showing Churchill and Roosevelt. Makers mark of
Alfred Meakin, England. See Hall p. 148 $35.00

93

Large wartime jug- There'll Always be an
England

98

. . This jug is a little over 4 inches high with the familiar
transfer of Churchill and warship. Makers mark of BCM
Nelsonware on base. See Hall pp. 147-148. Has the usual
crazing to the glaze. $50.00

. . This plate made by Crown Ducal, features a transfer of a
Cecil beaton photo, and an elaborate florentine moulded edge
design. See Hall p. 148. $75.00

94

Champions of Democracy teacup

99

Fancy wartime plate- The Fighting Premier

large bronze medal by Medallic Art

. . This teacup has the same colorful transfer as the saucer
listed, but the base does not state a maker- simply made in
England. See Hall p. 148 $25.00

. . This is a thick heavy medal with a high relief portrait of
Churchill. Diameter 70 mm, weight 175 grams. Includes
original box. Engstrom E31B. $55.00

95

100

Wartime saucer with Churchill and FDR

. . This 6 inch saucer has a colorful transfer of the Campions
of democracy- WSC and FDR. Made by Alfred Meakin,
England. See Hall p. 148. $25.00

Silver Salver from Garrard's Churchill
Centenary set

. . In 1974, Garrard's, the Crown Jeweler, issued a set of
commemorative pieces in sterling silver with gold accents.
Designed by John Spencer-Churchill, the whole set sold for
over £5,000,00 in 1974, This plate is 10 inches diameter,
weighs about 600 grams. Supplied in a quality fitted case.
This is no. 17 of an edition of 100. See Hall p. 141 for
details. $850.00
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106

Baccarat glass Churchill paperweight

(Churchill, Winston S. ). . In 1974, Garrard's, the Crown
Jeweler, issued a set of commemorative pieces in sterling
silver with gold accents. Designed by John Spencer-Churchill,
the whole set sold for over £5,000,00 in 1974, This plate is
10 inches diamter, weighs about 600 grams. Supplied in a
quality fitted case. This is no. 17 of an edition of 100. See
Hall p. 141 for details. $850.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . These Baccarat paperweighst are
highly collectable. 3 inch diameter, Churchill image in white.
$100.00

102

cast bronze plaque of Churchill

107

Boxed Double deck set of Churchill playing
cards 1955

. . This plaque is likely wartime, solid cast bronze, 4.5 x 6.5
inches with support strut, which is broken. Weighs over 1
pound. $75.00

. . A special edition deck of playing cards. This is the annual
deck issued by The Worshipful Company of Makers of
Playing Cards for 1955, to commemorate Churchill's
retirement as PM. These special decks are collectible in their
own right. This was issued in blue or red. Shown in Hall p.
102.. Here is a double deck set, with blue and red decks,
both decks have all 52 plus 2 jokers and a blank card. The
pair in special two deck box which has some external wear.
$175.00

103

108

Atlantic Charter plate from 1942

Capo di Monte seated figure of Churchill

. . This large plate has about a one inch dish and is 10.5 inch
diameter. Makers mark on base says Vernon Kline USA made
in 1942. Not found in Hall. $120.00

. . A large ceramic figure of Churchill seated in an armchair.
11 inches tall, superb detailing, very heavy. Artist was Bruno
Merli, produced in Italy. This is No. 72, edition size
unknown, but very scarce- not seen in either Carmichael or
Rivkin collection catalogues, but see Smith p. 186 or Hall p.
70. This is clearly the scarcest of Churchill commemorative
ceramics. Includes the original certifficate from the makers.
$3000.00

104

109

Churchill character jug with anchor handle

Churchill Centenary sterling silver goblet

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is a good sized character jug,
over 6 inches tall. Painted a plain tan, it is marked Shorter on
the base. The history of this mould is complex, see Hall p.34
and 41. $150.00

. . This elegant solid silver goblet made from hallmarked
sterling silver by Toye Kenning and Spencer in 1974. It
stands about 5.5 inches tall. A number edition, this is no. 42
of 500. In fine condition in original fitted case $400.00

105

110

Large high relief bronze medal from
Portugal

. . This huge medal is 89mm diameter, very high relief
design, reverse has an allegorical image of V sign, planes,
ships, St. Pauls, etc. Edge marks state this is no. 196. Not in
Engstrom. $100.00

11

Pickering bust in bronze

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . Here is the very popular bust by
Pickering in cold cast bronze. this is heavy and not to be
confused with cheap lightweight plastic versions regularly
seen in black and white. $75.00

Prices reduced on unsold items from Catalogue 120
These catalogues usually sell well, but of course, never 100%. Here are some unsold
items from last year’s Catalogue 120, all offered now at 25% reduction. The catalogue is
still available for download on the website, but I can you a printed copy if needed.

Cat. No.

Description

Was

Price
now

11
21
39
47
55
63
64
65
70
71
77

Souvenir mug with handle
plaster model of standing Churchill
Churchill commemorative crystal goblet
deck of Churchill - bulldog playing cards
small ceramic Churchill ashtray
Churchill memorial Medal 1965 by Pinches
Wedgwood blue jasper ashtray
Wedgwood blue Jasper Churchill dish
Royal Doulton Churchill dish
There'll Always be an England desert plate
Wartime Churchill matchbox cover

9.00
7.00
40.00
60.00
45.00
24.00
50.00
15.00
30.00
50.00
20.00

6.75
5.25
30.00
45.00
33.75
18.00
37.50
11.25
22.50
37.50
15.00

Lot of assorted Churchilliana
Cat no. 121 Here is a nice group of small items which are not economic to photograph
and list individually, offered as a lot for only $20.00. You get:
Churchill Club ceramic mug
2 Churchill stick pins
3 matchbooks
Fridge magnet
Brass Sir Winston Churchill anchor
17/21st Lancers cap badge
Blenheim Palace brass plate clock spoon
2 small 1 inch hand painted busts
a Churchill crown
Makers of the Millenium souvenir medal

